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the file is binary file or not What i want to do is I want to store an array of floats or a dictionary of string to
float into a file for later use. How can I ensure that when I save the file to binary, not to lose the length of
the array/ dict? A: First, assuming you are using Python 2.x: You can get length of any iterable by taking
len(iterable). Next, you can use collections.defaultdict() to turn your dictionary into a standard python

dictionary: >>> collections.defaultdict(float) {'a': 0.0, 'b': 1.0, 'c': 2.0} >>> p =
collections.defaultdict(float) >>> p[u'a'] = 3.14 >>> p[u'b'] = 5.1 >>> p[u'c'] = 7.2 >>> p {u'a': 3.14,
u'b': 5.1, u'c': 7.2} >>> type(p) >>> f = open('f','wb') >>> f.write(b'\0'*len(p)) >>> f.close() >>> f =

open('f','rb') >>> p = pickle.load(f) >>> f.write(b'\0'*len(p)) >>> f.close() >>> type(p) >>> p[u'a'] 3.14
>>> p[u'b'] 5.1 >>> f = open('f','rb') >>> p = pickle.load(f) >>> f.write(b'\0'*len(p)) >>> f.close() >>>

type(p) >>> p[u'a'] 3.14 >>> p 0cc13bf012

The group has five members. There's all the usual suspects. Yvette Santos is your girl Friday. Our City News
Beat: Reporter Belinda Rubio talks about what to watch for in the Aug. 19 primary.. "There's nothing to do in
the evening," said Jose Ramos, who is from Montebello and said she hails from Puerto Rico. Maya Sanders is
always seething. The wakili majora at the centre of a criminal probe is one of the most intriguing figures to
emerge from the island's decades-long Dirty War. So he was asked to ask the right questions. "I'm looking

into a number of theories and see whether the police and other agencies and the office of the inspector
general can decide at the end of the line that this is a real moment, and not some sort of investigative ruse,
which was there in the past," Wagner said. The moment he saw the woman's picture in the newspaper, he

said: "I was just so mad. "The woman came to tell us, and I could tell something was up by the way the
woman was walking," he said. "I could tell she was not fully in control of what was happening. If you have a

receipt proving your identity (i.e., your driver's license or passport), you can ask to be released from
custody. You will be issued a summons (that you can pay with cash) to appear in court at a later time. If you

don't pay your summons, a warrant will be issued for your arrest. When arrested, you will be read your
rights.. If you do not speak English, or are held in custody as a material witness, you will be issued a

subpoena. If you have been subpoenaed as a material witness, the prosecutor will make arrangements for
you to appear in court on the day you are subpoenaed. If you cannot make court, you will be released

immediately. If you are a material witness and you have not been served with a subpoena, we will contact
you to let you know when you will need to appear, and will advise you to make sure you appear on time. If

you are arrested for a misdemeanor, you will be arraigned before a district court judge or magistrate on the
day of your arrest. If you are arrested for a felony, you will be arraigned on the day of your arrest before a

state Superior Court judge. After you are arraigned, the prosecutor will read the charges to you. If you have
a plea
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Ek Hasina Thi is the.Q: sqlite not deleting row I have a problem deleting a row of data that is present in my
table. I pass the following parameters to the delete method: public void delete(String id) { String query =

"DELETE FROM " + TABLE_NAME + " WHERE " + ID + " = '" + id + "'"; SQLiteDatabase db =
this.getReadableDatabase(); db.execSQL(query); Toast.makeText(this, "deleted",

Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show(); } However, when I debug my code, for some reason it gets to the execSql
statement and goes back to the line below it. In my onCreate method: db = this.getReadableDatabase();
Why am I getting into this loop? A: So it looks like you're getting it wrong in two places, perhaps I'll give a

little more insight on the first: String query = "DELETE FROM " + TABLE_NAME + " WHERE " + ID + " = '" +
id + "'"; The issue with this is that SQLite does not support anything like string interpolation in queries. If

you run this it will produce an Error. String query = "DELETE FROM " + TABLE_NAME + " WHERE " + ID + "
= '" + id + "'"; If you run this it will work like you want it to. String query = "DELETE FROM " + TABLE_NAME
+ " WHERE " + ID + " =?"; Cursor cursor = db.rawQuery(query, new String[]{id}); So your main issue is that

you should be using.rawQuery() instead of.execSQL(). The second issue is not so much that you are using
execSQL but you use this for your database (
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